Hydrogen Molecule Dissociation Curve with Functionals Based on the Strictly Correlated Regime.
Using the dual Kantorovich formulation, we compute the strictly correlated electrons (SCE) functional (corresponding to the exact strong-interaction limit of density functional theory) for the hydrogen molecule along the dissociation curve. We use an exact relation between the Kantorovich potential and the optimal map to compute the comotion function, exploring corrections based on it. In particular, we analyze how the SCE functional transforms in an exact way the electron-electron distance into a one-body quantity, a feature that can be exploited to build new approximate functionals. We also show that the dual Kantorovich formulation provides in a natural way the constant in the Kohn-Sham potential recently introduced by Levy and Zahariev [Phys. Rev. Lett. 2014, 113, 113002] for finite systems.